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1 Introduction
A wide range of research work on the static analysis of programs forms the
foundation of parallelization techniques which improve the eciency of codes:
loop nest rewriting, directives to the compiler to distribute data or operations,
etc. These techniques are based on geometric transformations either of the iteration space or of the index domains of arrays.
This geometric approach entails an abstract manipulation of array indices, to
de ne and transform the data dependences in the program. This requires to be
able to express, compute and modify the placement of the data and operations
in an abstract discrete reference domain. Then, the programming activity may
refer to a very small set of primitive issues to construct, transform or compile
programs. Pei is a program notation and includes such issues.
In this paper we focus on the way Pei deals with sparse computations. For
any matrix operation de ned by a program, a sparse computation is a transformed code which adapts computations eciently in order to respect an optimal
storage of sparse matrices [2]. Such a storage di ers from the natural memory
access since the location of any non-zero element of the matrix has to be determined. Due to the reference geometrical domain in Pei we show how a dense
program can be transformed to meet some optimal memory storage.

2 De nition of the Formalism Pei
2.1 An Introduction to Pei Programming

The theory Pei was de ned [8, 9] in order to provide a mathematical notation to
describe and reason on programs and their implementation. A program can be
speci ed as a relation between some multisets of value items, roughly speaking
its inputs and outputs. Of course, programming may imply to put these items in
a convenient organized directory, depending on the problem terms. In scienti c
computations for example, items such as arrays are functions on indices: the
index set, that is the reference domain, is a part of some Z . In Pei such a
multiset of value items mapped on a discrete reference domain is called a data
eld.
For example the multiset of integral items f1; ,2; 3; 1g can be expressed as a
data eld, say A, each element of which is recognized by an index in Z (e.g. from
n

0 to 3). Of course this multiset may be expressed as an other data eld, say M,
which places the items on points (i; j) 2 Z2 such that 0  i; j < 2. These two
data elds A and M are considered equivalent in Pei since they express the same
multiset. More formally, there exists a bijection from the rst arrangement onto
the second one, e.g. (i) = (i mod 2; i div 2). We note this by the equation:
=

M
align :: A
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where

= i j (0  i  3) : (i mod 2; i div 2)

Any Pei program is composed of such unoriented equations. Here is an example of Pei program:
Example 1. For any i in [1::n] compute x =
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Any x can be de ned by a recurrence on the domain fj j 1  j  ng of Z by:
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where the s are intermediate results. The recurrence equation (2) emphasizes
uniform dependencies (0; 1) for the calculation of s .
In Pei, this de nition can be expressed in the following way. Matrix A is
expressed as a data eld A mapped on the domain f(i; j) j 1i; j ng. Vectors v
and x are expressed as data elds V and X mapped on fi j 1ing: this means
that for any i, the values v and x are located at point i. Of course, any program
which lies on another mapping for A, V or X de nes an equivalent program,
provided its operations result in an equivalent data eld.
The recurrence de ning the variable s suggests to map the data eld S in Z2 .
Since the v are used by the s , for any i, the values of V are mapped in Z2 too,
by a kind of data Strip-Mining on data eld B. Its values are then broadcasted
to localize the right values onto the right locations in order to compute the
recurrence steps. Figure 1 shows a Pei program and its geometrical illustration.
Each equation is commented below :
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{ the rst equation de nes the mapping of the input data eld A. Function
matrix, de ned on Z2 , applies a change of basis (notation ::) which is the
identity on the domain [1::n]  [1::n]. It means that the values are placed
onto a square [1::n]  [1::n],
{ the second equation implicitly de nes B. The function align, de ned on Z2 ,

applies a change of basis which expresses that the projection of its argument
B, supposed to be a row, on a one-dimensional domain, is equal to V. So, V is
aligned on a two-dimensional domain. Notice that functions, such as align,
de ne the context of the program: they are expressed as -expressions, in
which the separator "j" allows to de ne the domain of the function, and the
":" begins the function body,

{ in the third equation, the operation /&/ builds the pairs of value items of A
and B  spread) which are placed at the same location: the last expression
applies a geometrical operation (notation ) which broadcasts the values of

the " rst row" of data eld B in the direction (1; 0) in Z2 ,
{ the data eld S results from the application of a so-called functional operation (notation ) on two data elds. The rst one results of a geometrical
operation on S which expresses the dependency (0; 1) in Z2 ,
{ the last equation de nes the data eld X, by a change of basis: it projects
the part of S mapped on f(i; n) j 1ing onto Z. So, the result X is onedimensional.
7!

MatVec: (A,V)
X{
matrix :: A = A
align :: B = V
P = prod
(A /&/ (B spread))
S = add
(P /&/ (S shift))
X = project :: (S
last)
}
align = (i; j ) (i=1; 1 j n) : j
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Fig. 1.
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matrix = (i; j ) (1 i n; 1 j n) : (i; j )
project = (i; j ) (1 i n; j =n) : i
shift = (i; j ) (1 i n; 1<j n) : (i; j 1)
last
= (i; j ) (1 i n; j =n) : (i; j )
spread = (i; j ) (1 i n; 1 j n) : (1; j )
add
= id # (a b) : a+b
prod
= (a b) : a b

shift

+

+
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,



+
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last

Matrix-Vector multiplication program in Pei and its geometrical illustration

2.2 Syntactic Issues
The previous example allows to understand that data elds are main features in
Pei. Besides data elds, partial functions de ne operations on these objects. In
the following A, B, X, etc. denote data elds, whereas f, g, etc. denote functions.
The Pei notation for partial functions is derived from the lambda-calculus: any
function f of domain dom(f) = fx j P (x)g is denoted as x j P(x) :f(x). Moreover a function f de ned on disjunctive sub-domains is denoted as a partition
f1 # f2 of functions.
Expressions are de ned by applying operations on data elds. Pei de nes
one internal operation on the data eld set, called superimposition: it is denoted

as /&/ and builds the sequences of values of its arguments1. Three external operations are de ned and associate a data eld with a function:
{ the functional operation, denoted as , applies a function f (which may be
a partial function) on value items of a data eld X (notation f  X),
{ the change of basis (denoted as ::). Let h be a bijection, h::X de nes a data
eld that maps the value items of X onto another discrete reference domain,
{ the geometrical operation, denoted as , moves the value items of a data
eld on its domain: the data eld X  g is such that the item mapped on
some index z, z 2 dom(g), "comes from" X at index g(z).

2.3 Semantics and Program Transformations
The semantics of Pei is founded on the notion of discrete domain associated with
a multiset. We call drawing of a multiset M of values in V , a partial function v
from some Z in V whose image is M.
Such a drawing should de ne a natural functional interpretation [ X] = v of
a data eld X. As we have told it at the beginning of this section, any other
drawing can be deduced by applying any bijection, say h. As soon as its domain
dom(h) contains dom(v), its interpretation should be also equal to v  h,1. This
is not sound and we have to consider a data eld X as the abstraction of any
drawing of a given multiset indeed. Here is the de nition: a data eld X is a pair
(v : ), composed of a drawing v of a multiset M and of a bijection  such that
dom(v)  dom().
This de nition induces a sound interpretation of a data eld X = (v : ) as
the function [ X] = v  ,1 . It founds the semantics of operations on data elds.
The semantics allows to de ne transformations of programs in Pei, as soon
as a data eld is substituted for any equivalent one in an expression, or by
applying some algebraic law on the operations. Here is a few examples of such
laws (a detailed list is given in [10]). Assuming right and left expressions are
valid expressions:
h::(X1/&/ X2) = (h::X1)/&/ (h::X2)
f1  (f2  X) = (f1  f2)  X
h::(f  X)
= f  (h::X)
X  (g1  g2) = (X  g1)  g2
(X1/&/ X2)  g = (X1  g)/&/ (X2  g) h::(X  g) = (h::X)  h  g  h,1
n

3 Pei and Sparse Computations
Pei can deal with sparse computations by adapting a code in order to
respect an optimal storage of sparse data structures. Such a storage di ers from
the natural memory access since the location of any non-zero element of the
matrix has to be determined. In terms of Pei features this means that the
optimal storage and the dense array are two equivalent data elds: the change
of basis from one data eld onto the other one de nes the way the sparse matrix
1
We use two operators on sequences: an associative constructor denoted as "" and the
function "id" which is the identity on sequences of one element.

is stored. So, transforming the code consists in applying this change of basis to
the dense program.
Let us consider again the example of a matrix-vector product, assuming the
matrix is composed of a few bands parallel to the diagonal (see Fig. 2 for example,
where non-zero elements are located at indices such that either i = j+2, or i = j,
or i = j , 2).
The storage scheme we choose to use is MSR, a modi ed version of Compressed Sparse Row (CSR, described in [1]), that requires two arrays A and JA.
A stores the non-zero values : rst the diagonal values, then the other non-zero
values as they appear in the matrix row by row. JA stores in its rst positions
the pointers to the beginning of each line in A, and then the column indices
corresponding to the non-zero elements in A (see Fig. 2).
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Sparse matrix in dense representation and MSR storage

3.1 Program Transformation in Pei
The non-zero value items of the matrix and the vector value items must belong
to the domain of the change of basis to be applied in Pei. Therefore, a rst
transformation step consists for example of aligning the vector with the main
diagonal: MSR storage is then well-adapted. This alignment can be de ned by
rewriting spread as (see Fig. 3):
spread

= pivot  diagonal

where
= (i; j) j (1in; j=i) : (1; j)
= (i; j) j (1in; 1j n) : (j; j)
we obtain the new program in Pei:
pivot
diagonal

{
matrix :: A
align :: B
P
prod
...
}

=

=A
=V
 ( A /&/ ( (B 

) 
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Geometrical functions spread, pivot and diagonal

The change of basis itself (Fig. 2) is de ned by the following function:
gather

=

Its inverse is :
gather,1

#
#
#
#

(i; j) j (1i2; 3j 4; j=i+2) : (n + i + 1)
(i; j) j (3in , 2; 5j n; j=i+2) : (n + 2i , 1)
(i; j) j (1in; 1j n; i=j) : (i)
(i; j) j (3in , 2; 1j n , 4; j=i , 2) : (n + 2i , 2)
(i; j) j (n , 1in; n , 3j n , 2; j=i , 2) :

(i) j (1in) : (i; i))
# (i) j (n + 2in + 3) : (i , n , 1; i , n + 1)
# (i) j (n + 4i3n , 5); (i , n) mod 2 = 0) :
((i , n , 1)=2 + 2); (i , n , 1)=2)
# (i) j (n + 4i3n , 5); (i , n) mod 2 = 1) :
((i , n , 1)=2 + 1); (i , n , 1)=2 + 3)
# (i) j (3n , 4i3n , 3) : (i , 2n + 3; i , 2n + 1)
Applying the change of basis to P leads to this de nition:
gather::P = prod  (gather::A /&/ gather::((B  pivot)  diagonal))
= prod  (gather::A /&/
(gather::(B  pivot))  gather  diagonal  gather,1))
Let
P0 = gather::P
A0 = gather::A
T0 = gather::(B  pivot)
We can write P' as P0 = prod  (A0 /&/ (T0  spread)) where the new function
spread, illustrated in Fig. 4 is de ned below
spread = gather  diagonal  gather,1
= (i) j (1in) : (i)
# (i) j (n + 2in + 3) : (i , n + 1)
# (i) j (n + 4i3n , 5; (i , n) mod 2 = 0) : ((i , n , 1)=2)
# (i) j (n + 4i3n , 5; (i , n) mod 2 = 1) : ((i , n , 1)=2 + 3)
# (i) j (3n , 4i3n , 3) : (i , 2n + 1)
=

Fig. 4.

New geometrical functions align and spread

In order to apply the change of basis gather in the equations, the de nition of
S is constrained on the domain of gather by geometrical operation sparse and
folding:
sparse =
(i; j) j (3in; 1j n; i=j+2)
# (i; j) j (1in; 1j n; i=j)
# (i; j) j (1in,2; 1j n; i=j ,2)
S  sparse = add  (P  sparse /&/ (S  shift  shift)  sparse)
= add  (P  sparse /&/ (S  sparse)  sparse shift)
where
sparse shift = shift  shift  sparse
= (i; j) j (3in; 3j n; i=j) : (i; j ,2)
# (i; j) j (1in,2; 3j n; i=j ,2) : (i; j ,2)
Applying the change of basis gather to the summation results in the new geometrical operation shift (see Fig. 5):
shift = gather  sparse shift  gather,1
= (i) j (n + 2in + 3) : (i , n , 1)
# (i) j (n + 4i3n , 5; (i , n) mod 2 = 1) : ((i , n , 1)=2 + 1)
# (i) j (3in , 2) : (n + 2i , 2)
# (i) j (n , 1in) : (2n + i , 3)
+

+

+

+
+
Fig. 5.
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New geometrical function shift

And
last

= gather  sparse last  gather,1
= (i) j (n + 1in + 2)
# (i) j (n + 3i3n , 5; (i , n) mod 2 = 1)
# (i) j (n , 1in)

Fig. 6.

New geometrical function last

where
(i; j) j (1in,2; j=i+2)
# (i; j) j (n,1in; j=i)
This completes the program transformations in Pei, and de nes a sparse solution. It can be implemented in terms of classical arrays in MSR storage.
sparse last

=

3.2 Concrete Implementations
Pei expression leads easily the de nition of the arrays in MSR storage. For example, let second = (i; j):(j), we clearly have :
JA(i) = second  gather,1(i) for i > n + 1
Note that Pei does not require to implement the rst n + 1 elements of JA
because references to rows are useless since the vector is explicitly aligned with
the computation points by the change of basis.

4 Conclusion
The presented technique shows the interest of using Pei for program transformation to address sparse computations. Our approach is similar to Bik and
Wijsho 's [3]: we both obtain the sparse formulation by taking the dense code
and restricting the computation to the non-zero elements. However, Pei allows
to express all kind of storages. Sparse General Pattern [7], Compress Diagonal
Storage, Jagged Diagonal Storage or other storages described in [1] can be considered by applying convenient change of basis in Pei. The example considered
here is based on a tridiagonal matrix which is a special case of sparse matrix.
Unfortunately sparse matrices do not always have this special shape and the
main diculty is then to de ne the functions. It can be achieved by reading
the matrices for example from a Harwell-Boeing formatted le [4]. In fact, the

non-zero elements of the matrix can be stored in any chosen order; the vector
alignment with the matrix is then done through the application of the change of
basis to the whole dense program. It provides a theoretical framework in which
the changes applied to the dense program are proven to be correct by composition of functions using formal calculus, independent from routines written in a
given language.
We can compare our approach to Pingali's approach [6] where sparse data
structures are viewed as database relations. The evaluation of relational queries
provides a way to select the non-zero elements and to align the data so that
computation is performed on the selected points. In Pei, these operations are
expressed by functions.
At last, Pei aims at providing parallel code. Instead of scanning the sparse
data-structure to perform computation, we consider it as a parallel data and
we perform parallel computation after proper data alignment has been done.
Therefore, Pei can be used in order to build a sparse computation library in the
data parallel programming model, for example expressed in HPF. The de nition
of the library requires the de nition of a Pei to HPF translator. Such a software
tool is still under development [5].
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